Sound of the Wind

An infant with a poor economic background was born with the hearing disability. At his first
month of behaving his parents doubts something odd about it and realizes he doesn’t hear
anything. They take him to the nearest hospital and confirm he has a hearing disability but also
unable to provide him a hearing aid due to their poor financial outcome.
The rest of days goes as the father works hard to earn the money washing windows in houses. He
struggles to earn the money to get a hearing device for his son, who is now five years old
roaming aimlessly around the street. Another couples of children mocks him yelling at him loser
but he don’t hear the yelling and they hit and run away. The disabled child weeps lying on the
ground while hitting himself.
The father after working washing the windows in houses collects his money to count the full
amount and it is getting dark. As he finishes collecting all the money he slowly weeps with a
smile and the owner of the house comes outside and ask him what is wrong. The father says he
only need 1000 rupees to buy a hearing device for his son which is his dream to achieve from a
long time ago. The owner gets emotional with his story and lend him a 1000 rupees for his
honest behavior. The father thanks him and leaves home by night bus.
On the way he smiles at him looking at his hands and buy a saree for his wife and the son an old
mp3 player with an English book for his studies. He reaches home at night expecting a warm hug
from his wife but shocks to find out that his son didn’t come home yet. Dropping everything he
runs outside asking help from his neighbors who come to assist him.
Aimlessly they walk around looking for him but some people yells at him talking his name. Then
father alerts them no point of shouting at him as he can’t hear anything. As they walk on the road
we see the child is sleeping under a rock. Though as he can’t hear anything others walk away
without noticing him.
The father and his friends stops in a one place at dark to rest themselves. Others try to comfort
telling that he might be at home this moment so it is better to go home. Father doesn’t respond to
them and keep sobbing. After a while he said he had earn enough money to buy a hearing device

for his son at last. After mentioning the money he realizes he didn’t bring the money either and
wonder what happens to it and runs to home with others. Reaching home he realizes his purse
has been stolen inside the bus except for the saree and the book with the CD player he bought for
his wife and son. In addition to his loss of purse, he realizes his son still didn’t come to home and
gets sick and collapse to the ground.
After all the misfortune events, one of the neighbors goes to town to bring a doctor to treat the
father in the dawn. The sun rises above the mountain and birds starts to sing in happiness.
Eventually lot of sounds are coming from everywhere while the volume of them increases. From
this moment we show lot of interesting subjects with the sounds to emphasize the value of sound.
The child gets up after a long sleep and stretch out his arms while yawning. There are still
patches of blood on his face after getting beat up last day. Suddenly he gets shock. He instantly
gets up and run to the road and notice a vehicle passing by in a distance. He stares at it for a long
time in a pure confusion. Then he turned back after hearing a barking of a dog and so on with
various sounds. He gets bliss after realizing he can hear for the first time in his life. While crying
over the face he runs through the paddy fields yelling to his father that he can finally hear.
On the way he meets lot of new people, who all of them look at him in a mysterious way for his
rather odd shouting and behavior. But the boy keeps running and shouting happily until he
reaches to home. Reaching home he realizes nobody is there and notices the saree and the book
with the CD player. Later he realizes something has happen to his father and start screaming.
In the hospital, the father is taking to ICU in a rolling bed surrounding with nurses and his wife
and neighbors. The father is fighting for his life after being seriously distressed. Reaching to ICU
some of nurses takes him inside while others have to wait outside.
Back at home, the son running around the house looking to see if there is anybody. After a while,
one of neighbor comes to the house with a key and surprises seeing the child. He runs to him and
holds him and ask what happened for him last day.
Next the child with neighbor ride fast on a bicycle to see the father. On the way the child asks
various questions what is this sound, what is that sound exploring the world of sound. Eventually
they reach to hospital and run inside. Screen fades to dark.

After one month… The father is resting himself out in the veranda still taking medicines though
now he is happy and content. The wife is looking after him well.
In the paddy field we see the child behind the rock, where he slept on that miraculous night
studying with the book with CD player learning new words. Later some of his new friends join to
him with books. While studying someone spills a joke and the rest of laugh as the movie ends.

